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Abstract

Typically, fuel cycle facilities have been constructed over a 40 year time period incorporating various
ages of seismic design provisions ranging from no specific seismic requirements to the life safety
provisions normally incorporated in national building codes through to the latest seismic nuclear
codes that provide not only for structural robustness but also include operational requirements for
continued operation of essential safety functions. The task is to ensure uniform seismic risk in all
facilities. Since the majority of the fuel cycle infrastructure has been built the emphasis is on re-
evaluation and backfitting. The wide range of facilities included in the fuel cycle and the vastly
varying hazard to safety, health and the environment suggest a performance based approach. This
paper presents such an approach, placed in an intra-plate setting of a Stable Continental Region (SCR)
typical to that found in Eastern Canada.

1. INTRODUCTION

The understanding of seismic hazard changes with time. Recent earthquakes, geological
findings, combine to increase the assessment of seismic risk in nuclear facilities. New nuclear
power plants designed and built in the 1970s and early 1980s required ever increasing levels
of seismic protection. As reactor seismic engineering increased, concern was also given to
non-reactor nuclear facilities. Fuel cycle infra-structure be it tailings dams, fuel conversion
plant, irradiated fuel storage, heavy water plants or research facilities came under increasing
pressure to be seismically qualified to today's standards. Much of the nuclear fuel cycle
facilities is older. Most were designed to the building codes of the day. Building codes
provided a level of structural protection but left out an important component of reactor
seismic philosophy. That philosophy requires that in addition to structural and occupant safety
the facility can continue to meet its safety functions during and after an earthquake with
sufficient staff in place to continue the needed monitoring and control of the safety systems as
well as provide other needed emergency services.

2. TYPE OF FACILITIES

Nuclear fuel cycle facilities include:

• Mines and mills

• Fuel conversion plants
• Fuel fabrication
• Irradiated fuel (pool storage/concrete canisters)
• Isotope separation facilities
• Radioisotope laboratories
• Manufacturing facilities using prescribed substances
• Research facilities
• Heavy water plants
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The complexity of engineered systems varies from passive retaining structures, to fuel storage,
to research facilities and finally to complex chemical plant that include not only radiological
but a mix of harmful chemical hazards. The radiological hazard and the chemical hazard (e.g.
H2S or SO2 in case of heavy water plants) can cause both on-site and off-site harm. For
earthquakes damage can be caused from failure of internal equipment and from induced
failures brought about by outside hazards such as upstream dam failures, landslides, tsunami.
Failure of outside services such as water suppliers and electrical grid can also increase
probability of facility damage or impede site staff and external resources from carry out
mitigating actions and rescues.

3. HAZARD TO BE CONTROLLED

In severe earthquakes it must be assumed that normal processes will cease to function or
become intermittent. The facility will need to meet its safety functions. For reactors, the safety
functions are to shutdown, provide continued core cooling, isolate and contain potential
radioactive sources and provide sufficient monitoring and control activities to stabilize and
eventually return to service the reactor. Fuel cycle facilities vary in complexity and it is more
difficult to make general rules but if one takes an isotope separation facility as an example, it
is clear that an orderly shutdown of normal operation should be provided for, that containment
or appropriate venting be required, that sufficient monitoring be available to allow plant
damage control assessment and the formulation and execution of appropriate mitigating
actions. The inplant hazard that needs to be controlled has to be specified ahead of time and
the defences specified and provided for.

Experience in examining damage and non-damage of industrial facilities in actual earthquakes
has shown that earthquake induced accidents may have subtle origins and may have little to do
with the normal inertia induced failures that one associates with structures or components.
The meaning here is best illustrated in the following example (Reference 1).

The more likely causes of an earthquake-induced accident (after the basics are covered, such
as ensuring adequate anchorage of equipment) are more subtle effects such as earthquake
induced sloshing of the lubricating oil in the oil pan of an emergency diesel generator (much
like the water in a glass sloshes when we gently slide the glass back and forth on a table).
When the surface of the sloshing oil is below its normal level, the oil level sensor in the oil
pan of the diesel engine (falsely) senses that the oil level is too low, and aborts any in progress
automatic start of the diesel engine to prevent damage to its bearings because of a (perceived
but not real) lack of lubricating oil. This may require an operator to go to the diesel and
determine what went wrong, and manually restart the diesels. The safety question is whether
operators can recover quickly enough.

Note that the failure to start is not caused by lack of seismic qualification of any component,
or by any earthquake damage. Note also that this effect is not fixed by strengthening the
components so they have a higher seismic capacity. It is a weakness in the oil level sensing
logic to apparent, but not real, loss of lubricating oil. One fix is to install logic that can
recognize the difference between oil sloshing and loss of oil.

This example also illustrates that the more likely plant weaknesses are probably in the places
we are not looking. Subtle effects, such as in this example, are found by qualified engineers
who are familiar with the effects of past earthquakes on power and industrial facilities,
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working with plant personnel familiar with the intimate details of how nuclear plant
equipment actually works.

4. TYPICAL STRUCTURES, SYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS

Nuclear facilities typically have massive reinforced concrete, low height, structures that can be
screened out as robust in a seismic evaluation. Structural steel framing, overhead cranes in
particular will need a closer look. Concrete block or brick walls by themselves or acting as
supports for instruments or the routing of services whether attached or close to block walls
needs to be investigated. Electrical distribution systems and associated control and protection
gear, batteries, relays, motor control centres will need careful review. What characterizes all
distribution systems whether they are air, gas, liquid, or ventilation systems, is that the "weak-
link" effect requires, that for effective seismic protection these systems must either be
qualified in total or qualified isolation must be provided.

Material handling and liquid storage is a significant part of many fuel cycle facilities.
Conveyors, storage racks, tanks for bulk and liquid storage of all sizes abound that will
require a systematic review.

Review of older plants usually show sign of significant hazards in diverse place due to
potential rolling stock, gas bottle storage, fuel storage for day tanks of emergency diesels, etc.
Seismic operational procedures need to be established and a commitment to implement such
procedures to minimize these types of hazards.

5. EXISTING METHODS OF SEISMIC PROTECTION

Whether inherent or explicit a level of seismic protection exists in all facilities. Building
codes have provided horizontal force resistance based on inertial mass. Later additions of
systems (e.g. piping loops, I&C improvements) have been done to modern codes including
test qualified components. Plant engineers have become more sensitised to provide seismic
protection and usually chose seismically capable equipment even if formal qualification
spectra are not included in the purchasing specifications. Much of the equipment in fuel
conversion facilities operates in a rugged factory setting with background vibration
environment due to rotating equipment, material handling equipment and cranes that require
shock tolerant components that should do well in future seismic ground motion. Diesel and
other prime movers for emergency power generation usually come from a marine application
environment and may be assumed to be vibration resistant, "similar application" argument are
recognized in some seismic qualification standards such as, for example, the N289.4 Canadian
Standards Association Code for Seismic Testing.

6. UNIQUE AND CRITICAL AREAS FOR SEISMIC PROTECTION

It is not normally necessary for all parts of a facility to be seismically qualified. Based on a
consideration of health, safety and protection of the environment a subset of functions are
chosen to be qualified (for existing plants) or designed in new plants or new additions to
existing plants. Typical safety functions include process shutdown, containment or isolation,
ventilation control and continuation of monitoring and emergency control. For some processes
continued cooling (or heating) may also be required. The key point is that a subset of the
normal systems must be intact and functioning to meet the seismic requirements. These
requirements usually also generate additional requirements for the building enclosure and
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other systems to prevent collapse or large distortion, to prevent collateral damage and to
minimize threat of fire or internal flooding.

7. EXPERIENCES FROM PAST EARTHQUAKES

While no significant ground shaking has occurred at the location of nuclear facilities in
Canada, several of the significant earthquakes have taken place in the Stable Continental
Region of Eastern Canada. In 1944, at Cornwall Massina, a 5.7M earthquake occurred under
two highly industrial cities that were in full war time production. Damage to individual homes
were considerable but the factories (aluminium production, chemicals) were essentially
unharmed. In Miramichi, New Brunswick, a similar sized earthquake in 1982 caused minor
cessation of mining operations and set off alarm circuits in electric power plants and process
factories. The larger Saguenay earthquake of 1989, 6M, occurred close to large aluminium
industrial towns, an Air Force Fighter Base and caused potentially severe disruption due to
power outages. Some toxic gases were released due to malfunctioning valves and electrical
switchgear damage occurred. At the Air Base no real damage occurred but simultaneously
electrical grid failure, uncommanded activation of fire alarms did cause moments of
uncertainty. The loss of the power grid had the potential to cause irreversible damage to
aluminium melt as electric heating was no longer available. Fortunately power was restored
within 4 hours.

These examples are given to illustrate that seismic qualification is necessary but that it need
not be a major retrofit program. What is needed is a careful review of what is important for
seismic safety and then a systematic program to review plant status and operations to find
areas of inadequacy and correct these.

The preceding discussion sets the background for creating a unified regulatory requirement for
new and existing facilities. The underlying philosophy is that seismic protection is scaled to
the risk that the facility can generate. That risk is site dependent, for defining future seismic
ground motion, and facility dependent. Figure 1 outlines what is required and this is a
systematic dispositioning process for seismic weak-links. Figure 2 encapsulates the regulatory
framework.

Seismic Safety
Requirements

Site Specific Plant
(Structures, Systems,
Components and Operator
Action Required to be
Qualified)

Disposition

FIG. 1. Assuring seismic accuracy.
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What Needs to be
Achieved

Assurance that facility poses no undue risks for earthquakes that
are likely to happen within the region containing that facility

Safety Requirements

Seismic Hazard
Determination

New Designs

Existing Designs

Post Earthquake
Activities

shutdown
contain
continuation of needed system services
power
- cooling
- ventilation
monitoring and control

level of ground shaking
faulting
consequential damages
lessons learned from earthquakes in industrial area (e.g. Kobe)
- accident scenarios

protection level
- probability of accedence of site ground motion
- consequences of accident scenarios
- confidence in protection features
analysis
- level of sophistication
testing
- shake table
- like minded applications
commissioning
- area checks

Review Level Earthquake
Success Path
Qualification Techniques
- experience basis
- similarity testing
- analysis
Retrofitting

Operation during and after
Operator Requirements
Rescue
Consequential Damage Control (e.g. fire)
Psychological concerns
After shocks

FIG. 2. Providing a uniform set of requirements from the regulatory perspective.
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8. A UNIFIED REGULATORY REQUIREMENT FOR NEW AND EXISTING FACILITIES

It is important that a comprehensive seismic protection approach which gives requirements
first, then assigns barriers. The nuclear facility must continue to meet functional safety
requirements both during and after the seismic event. The functional safety requirements must
be clearly outlined, that is, it must be stated what needs to be protected and why.

A Success Path must be described which satisfies the Seismic Safety Requirements. The
Success Path defines these structures, systems, equipment and human actions that are
necessary to meet the Seismic Safety Requirements during and following the earthquake. All
other systems may be assumed to have ceased providing their intended design functions.

The Success Path includes sufficient equipment and operator actions to contain sources of
radioactivity and other hazards that are required to be controlled and prevent significant
release. The selection of the success path is a joint responsibility of the operators, system
engineers and seismic qualification engineers. A single success path is ultimately all that is
required. It may be prudent to assign several paths for redundancy.

8.1. Seismic safety requirements

Typical statements in the Seismic Safety Requirements are:

• Maintain confinement of radionuclides
• Maintain monitoring capability so that leakage continues to be within acceptable

values and if not, to be able to control it.
• Return to operational state those systems needed to minimize collateral damage

caused by the earthquake (e.g. fire).
• Return to operational state those systems needed to control radioactive releases

following the DBE.

8.2. Seismic success path

A typical Success Path ensures that the safety requirements are met. The Success Path
includes structures, components (both active and passive) and operator actions.

From the Success Path the seismic classification list giving the structure and equipment to be
qualified and the qualification level (e.g. DBE A, DBE B) are derived.

8.3. Protection level (assigning a recurrence internal)

The level of seismic protection required will need to be set based upon the need to ensure that
the seismic safety requirements will be met. For example, for operating nuclear power plants
in Eastern Canada a site-specific uniform hazard spectrum at a recommended median of 10"4

per annum has been suggested (Ref. 2).

9. CONCLUSIONS

Maintaining acceptable seismic risk for nuclear facilities requires a continuous effort. The
understanding of seismic hazard changes with time; the plant design changes with time. Since



the majority of the fuel cycle infrastructure has been built the emphasis is on re-evaluation and
backfitting. The wide range of facilities included in the fuel cycle and the vastly varying
hazard to safety, health and the environment suggest a performance based approach. This
paper presents such an approach, placed in an intra-plate setting of a Stable Continental
Region (SCR) typical to that found in Eastern Canada.
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